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ABSTRACT
Sound Localization is very useful for many real world applications,
ranging from the military, to the fall detection of the elderly, to
field biology. However, the purpose of our design was mainly a
proof of concept. In this paper, we show the methods and
algorithm we used to find a direction of arrival of a basic 1khz
continuous sine wave. Our results show how a direction of sound
can be calculated to a difficult yet condensed algorithm that was
originally designed to triangulate cellular devices using cell
towers. We have concluded that our margins of error have come
from the quality of microphones we had, which were extremely
sensitive to ambient noise. To improve what we have done, a
higher budget would allow the purchase of professional
microphones that would help us calculate the phase delay between
the separate signals more accurately.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this project is to design a proofofconcept system for sound
localization. The project has two main parts: algorithm selection and implementation, and
the hardware for sampling and signal conditioning. In our project we designed our system
to detect a DirectionofArrival.
Our project had two parts: the design and manufacture of a
printed circuit board for acquiring and filtering signals; and algorithm selection and development. The
algorithm we chose, ESPRIT (and cite Dick's paper here) stands for etc.
Our

algorithm ESPRIT,

which stands for Estimation of Signal Parameters Via Rotational Invariance Techniques
was designed to output a Direction of Arrival, and also filter out a large portion of our
high frequency ambient noise.
Localization is the process by which a computer, animal or person can locate a
sound source; both direction and distance away, by using the difference in delays between
two reception points. For biological organisms, this is done through the use of ears, or
equivalent structures. In humans, the ears gather the sound and the brain does the
calculations based upon the loudness (amplitude) and time of arrival to each ear (delay).
A loud sound on the right ear and a quiet one on the left will be localized to the right side
of a person, as the right ear will experience a greater amplitude and will experience the
sound before the left one. For the brain to do this, it needs to know the distance between
the ears, how the ear responds to sound and finally how similar the captured sound is to
others it has heard. For a machine to localize a sound source there are extremely
complicated requirements, and while most can be replicated, it requires a good deal of
testing and complicated reasoning. The first such hurdle is the hardware for capturing and
conditioning the signal.
When considering the proof of concept of our system, we had to figure out what
kinds of signals we would be dealing with, and in turn determine what analog Integrated
Circuits we would need. We knew that we would be localizing simple low frequency
sinusoidal signals, since it would make detecting the phase difference of the consecutive
signals much easier than, for example, localizing speech or music. This gave us an idea of
what the frequency response of filters would need to be in order to condition the signals to
6

our needs. Lastly, we had to find an AnalogtoDigital Converter that could
simultaneously sample the four signals, and have the capability of taking in a differential
input, since the output of our amplifiers would be differential; differential feedback
amplifiers have a much higher SignaltoNoise Ratio than singleended feedback. After
completing the design of the board, we put VIAs all over the free space on the board in
order to maintain low impedance and short return paths.
When considering a localization algorithm, there are a few concerns that need to
be taken into account. The first of which is the amount of noise that a system will
experience. For most systems using localization algorithms, the amount of noise is rather
large and easily corrupts the signal. In microphone arrays, the signal can be corrupted in
the same way, but in a controlled environment like our testing setup will most likely not
be. Another such concern is the amount of channels in the system. An increase in
channels means that there will be a greater chance of localizing the source, but this
increases the complexity of the code. The final choice that must be considered is the
amount of computational complexity and storage the algorithm requires. When taking
these conditions into account for our project, we were able to overcome these problems by
doing a largely controlled and simple setup. We opted to ensure we were working in a
quiet room, with no external interferences and made the system sample and store, allowing
us to over build a simple proof of concept device. With these considerations taken into
account we chose the ESPRIT, or 
E
stimation of 
S
ignal 
P
arameters via 
R
otational
I
nvariance 
T
echniques, which allows us to minimize the noise in the computation as well
as vary with the channels we have. Overall the algorithm allows us to achieve the goals of
the project for localization.
One of the main motivations was to understand how several branches of
engineering can combine in a modern application. 
This passion fits perfectly with
research into microphone arrays, which combine every major field of electrical
engineering. In regards to worth of this project, we believe that microphone arrays hold
great promise for a wide variety of applications, such as person computing and home
automation. Additionally, with our array, we hope our much simpler platform is
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expanded upon by others in future projects. Overall, this project embodies an area of
research, computer interface with the physical world, that will become increasingly
important as the overall power, cost and size of computers continues to drop.

2. System Overview
2.1 Block Diagram
The block diagram is separated into four major sections: the microphone staging board,
the filtering stage, the microcontroller and finally the computational stage. The basic
function of the Printed Circuit Board begins with the input of the acoustic signal into the
microphones. In our diagram we have six microphones in total, to ensure the wave on the
interior microphone is the same as the wave hitting the ones closest to the dummy
microphones. This signal feeds into our differential amplifiers, which filter the high
frequency components of the signal out and amplify the power of our signal. The
differential output of our amplifiers then goes straight to the differential input of our
simultaneous sampling ADC, which communicates with the microcontroller through a

8

Figure 1: 
Complete Block Diagram
9

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). An SPI is an interface bus commonly used to send data
between microcontrollers and small peripherals, such as registers, sensors, and general
ICs. The computational stage of our block diagram consists of mainly the mathematical
algorithm, ESPRIT, which we have implemented through MATLAB. As you can see,
this screenshot of the layout of the PCB is very isometric.

Figure 2: 
PCB Filter Stage
2.2 PCB Specifications
The simple features of the board begin with a 4channel and 4layer design; layer 1 is the
Signal Layer, then the ground plane to reference the signal layer to ground with a short
return path, Analog and Digital Power separated by our power circuit, and lastly another
ground layer. The Amplifiers used are 4th Order Butterworth Filters with differential
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feedback in order to improve the SignaltoNoise Ratio. The board is DC powered at 1.2W
with a 5V input through USB. The AnalogtoDigital Converter is a 16bit Simultaneous
Sampling Differential Input ADC which allows us to look at the data from each
microphone/filter at the same time through the microcontroller.

Figure 3: 
ADC and Microcontroller Stage
This is important because we want to make sure that all the samples came from the same
time frame. On the right side we see the ADC separated by analog and digital grounds in
for the noise in our digital line to not couple into our samples. The SPI header is located
on the digital side since the signals are all digital. Lastly, we included VIAs, which are
electronic connections between layers, all around the board to stitch the ground planes
together, decreasing impedance on the ground connection.
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Figure 4: 
Computational Stage
2.3 Computational Stage
The computational stage is made up of three parts: the computer itself, a MATLAB
ESPRIT script and finally the display that will output the results of the computation. The
computer will be fed the data from the filtering and sampling stages and this will end up
inside of MATLAB. In the script, the computer will carry out a series of complex
mathematical operations from which the delay from a set reference signal will be output to
the display. In terms of block diagram, this is the most simple stage, however, the
elements inside need further discussion.

2.4 ESPRIT
ESPRIT or 
E
stimation of 
S
ignal 
P
arameters via 
R
otational 
I
nvariance 
T
echniques, is a
series of matrix operations that finds the relative phase of a signal sampled at different
points in space. ESPRIT is the most important element of this project, as without it, we
cannot find the phase of the signals due to nonlinearity of the delays. ESPRIT is a robust
algorithm, resilient to noise and with a wide range of uses, but is most often found in cell
phone communications.
ESPRIT has five major steps in order for it to function. First, the signal data is generated
and placed inside of a matrix. This matrix will be long in size; for example in the scope of
12

this project the array was of 4x150, or four microphones each having one hundred and
fifty samples. In order to reduce the size of the problem, we multiplied the matrix by a
transpose of itself, which made the matrix a problem of 4x4. Then we decomposed the
matrix through singular value decomposition, and selected the eigenvector associated with
the largest eigenvalue. This essentially separates the signal from the noise. After that, we
generated a subspace based on the number of sources and decomposed that further to
allow us to calculate the direction of arrival,
Θ = sin − 1{c * arg(ΦK)/(ωOΔ)}
where c, is the speed of the medium, Φ
is the fundamental frequency
K is
 the subspace, ω
O
of the signal captured and Δ is the distance between the doublets, or in our case the
microphones.

2.5 Design Specifications
The system operational range for our program is within the bounds of what the human ear
can hear. We wanted to deal with signals with relatively low frequencies, preferably
around 12khz, so that we could have room to oversample and get large amounts of data to
work with. The AnalogtoDigital converter for our Printed Circuit Board samples at
speeds of up to 400 ksps, which is plenty since it gave us room to oversample by about
four times with ease. The LowPassFilters we have implemented are fully differential
operational amplifiers that have stopbands of 100 khz to allow us to meet Nyquist criteria.
The opamps have a high SignaltoNoise ratio of 20dB gain, which gave us about 10V/V
gain to boost the power of our signal to therefore increase our SNR and give us a cleaner
signal. Lastly, we had our microphones set up as doublets in order to ensure more
accurate signals with respect to every other microphone.
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3. Implementation
3.1 Constraints
The most crippling constraint we had to work with was the quality of the
microphones that were available to us. Only recently were we able to acquire decent
enough microphones in order to capture signals and be able to work with them through
MATLAB. Another constraint is that we needed to test our system in the same room
every time since different rooms have different signal reverberation and echo
characteristics. We also needed to make sure that the room is trained, meaning that we
compare our actual data with the expected data and see how accurate our results are. The
amount of microphones is also a constraint with regards to how accurate of a DOA we can
ascertain. As discussed before in the specifications, our processed signal must be within
the audible range of frequencies. The microphones in doublets all had to be equally
spaced apart, otherwise we would encounter issues with our algorithm, which assumes
that the microphones are set up as equally spaced doublets. Lastly, the microphones had
to be within half the signal’s wavelength apart at a maximum, otherwise we would come
across issues such as spatial aliasing, which means insufficient sampling of the data along
the space axis; basically we would have insufficient data.
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4. Schedule

Figure 5: 
Gantt Chart of Schedule
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5. Budget & Bill of Materials

Figure 6: 
Budget Table
Our project consists of two main systems:an analog frontend design, and software
integration. The idea of the project was to find the direction of an acoustic sound in a
twodimensional plane through signal processing, analog design, and code. Our
highlevel block diagram begins with a 4Channel Differential Microphone Array. We
then have eight fully differential preamplifiers to amplify our incoming acoustic signal.
Since our receivers and amplifiers have a lot of noise, we needed four Low Pass Filters to
block out the highfrequency noise. Next is a 4Channel ADC that includes an internally
integrated Programmable Gain Amplifier that communicates to the Microcontroller Unit
(MCU) through a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). The microcontroller is an STM32F4.
Interfacing our MCU with MATLAB on a personal computer allowed us to implement our
processing algorithms that give us the position of the sound.
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Figure 7: 
Bill of Materials
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6. Design Tools
This is a list of the various programs that we used and considered during our design
process, for both the circuit board layout and the software algorithm.
● Altium
○ This software is a PCbased electronics design software for
engineers. It allows users to design FPGAs, Embedded Systems,
PCBs, and EDAs. We used this software to design our own
printed circuit board.
● MATLAB
○ This software has a very wide range of capabilities, ranging from
signal processing, control systems, finance, image processing, and
various subcategories of mathematics. We used this software to
process oru signals for sound localization algorithms.
● Keil uVision 5
○ This software is a microcontroller development kit, and allows the
user to choose from a wide range of ARM and Cortex based
systems, and is basically the IDE/Debugger/Compiler. We used
this software to program our STM32F4 Discovery Microcontroller.
● LabVIEW
○ This software is a systemdesign platform and development
environment for a wide variety of analysis and testing, such as data
acquisition, control for instrumentation, signal processing, and
embedded design. We used this software to establish a graphical
user interface (GUI).
● TI FilterPro
○ This software is an active filter designer, and is powered by Texas
Instruments WEBENCH Filter Designer. It has a very friendly
interface, and makes it extremely easy for the user to design
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exactly what type of filer they want. In our case, we worked with a
4thorder Butterworth LowPass Differential Feedback Filter.

7. Tradeoff
During the research and design process of our microphone array, there were many
technical, economic, and practical tradeoffs. The first of which we had to consider was
the number of microphones we were going to use, as this affected both the design of the
PCB’s layout, and the structure of the algorithm. The more microphones in the system,
the more accurate the Direction of Arrival will be, however, this will make the algorithm
considerably more difficult, and will also require more parts for the PCB. Testing the
system also has its tradeoffs for whether or not we have the system outside or inside,
since testing it outside would make it a lot more difficult to work with the signal since
there would be a lot more ambient noise and interference.
One of the tradeoffs we had to work with was an overly sensitive set of
microphones. The microphones would pick up the slightest sound from anywhere
outside, as we did not have a soundproof room to work with. The algorithm we chose
was also a tradeoff in the fact that it is a lot more simple to use than, for example Time
Delay Estimation, and it is also much more robust in terms of dealing with high amounts
of noise. That being said, it isn’t the most accurate algorithm for sound localization.
Lastly, we made the decision of design a circuit board since working with a breadboard
prototype introduces a plethora of Electromagnetic Interference, and using a circuit board
for the analog front end reduces the noise, therefore increasing the SignaltoNoise Ratio
and as a result increasing the integrity and quality of the signal.
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8. Testing & Results

Figure 8: 
Printed Circuit Board

8.1 Test Plan
We have designed our differential amplifiers using the Filter Pro Tool made by Texas
Instruments, and our first design was a 4thorder 2stage Butterworth Filter. Technically,
the filters are 2nd order, but since we have two stages we can count it as four. We have
tested the differences between the singleended topology of the opamps, and compared
them to that of the differential output topology, and we can easily conclude that the
differential output produced a much cleaner signal when we analyzed different
frequencies through the oscilloscope.
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8.2 Simulation
The algorithm took many months of research and development in order to have a
working prototype. Initially we chose to build a twochannel version of the algorithm
inside of matlab. To test it, we simulated two signals with a phase delay based on an
iteration, from pi/20 to pi, changing the delay each cycle through a loop. We then added
noise to each signal and calculated the phase delay with the basic ESPRIT we created.
After each set of tests the results were compared with the actual delay, saved in an array,
and plotted against one another. A perfect algorithm would have a line output onto the
graph. Then after the two channel began working, we added additional signals, grouped
them in doublets and began a second round of simulation. Again we got a linear
relationship and after many trials we were happy enough with the algorithm design to
move onto physical tests.

Figure 9: 
Simulated Signals
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Figure 10: 
Simulated Signals with Noise

Figure 11: 
Graph of Actual vs Calculated Delays
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8.3 Testing Results
The first test we ran was to calculate an angle of arrival of 135 degrees from the
reference microphone. To do this we procured three 180 degree microphones and set
them up in an array. We connected each to a computer with MATLAB and wrote a script
which would simultaneously play and capture a designed signal. We captured each
channel

Figure 12: 
Testing Setup
(14) in the triplets pictured below. Afterward, we piped the wav files into the ESPRIT
script, setting the channels, doublets, medium speed, and frequency we were working
with to appropriate values. Running the script netted a result in radians, which was then
transformed into degrees and run through a percent error calculation. The calculated
angle from the script ended up at 130 degrees from reference, meaning we had an error of
3.7 percent. We believe that this initial testing indicated that we have created a working
prototype, but further tests are needed in order to determine how well it works and the
23

areas in which it needs to improve.

Figure 13: 
Acquired Signals

Figure 14: Acquired Signals Zoomed In
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Figure 15: 
Diagram of results

8.4 Performance Analysis
Overall we are very happy with results. Due to the small sample size we have
few data points to carry out extensive analysis. From what we do have, we are unsure
that the project works perfectly. From the data, the project seems to be resilient to noise
fitting with the ESPRIT algorithm. However, to the error present in a low noise and
reverberation environment, further testing is needed in order to ensure that the project
does work as intended and the result that we have is not a fluke.
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9. Engineering Standards & Constraints
9.1 Risk Analysis
This project, while small in size and scope, does has some more problematic
aspects
.
The first risk we might have encountered that would slow our project is how the
group functions internally
.
At its best, the group should have no one under the
impression that they are doing most of the work
.
However, in the real world this may not
be the case
.
If one member of the group becomes unsatisfied with the division of labor,
the project will suffer
.
Another possible internal threat was problems with the initial
design
.
In a worst case scenario where none of the parts we initially selected would have
been used
,
this would have set the project back both in terms of time and budget
substantially
.
In order to combat this problem, we planned on testing our design
theoretically many times before buying the parts
.
This allowed for both a working
prototype as well as the most savings of time and money, which in turn allowed for
problem resolution with the final design
.

Externally, the project could have faced some issues as well
.
One such problem
would have been if the parts were not available
.
Parts may not be available for a project
due to a variety of reasons, but any problem in acquiring them could have delayed the
project significantly
.
To ensure we remained on schedule, we chose parts that are easily
acquirable from any vendor 
.
Another issue is if the board had not been manufactured
according to our specifications
.
This could have caused issues as the board is key to the
project in order to ensure that we have clean signals and low noise
.
A board not up to
specifications could have caused huge delays in the project and would likely have pushed
our budget limitations
.
In order to deal with such a problem, we finalized the board
design early in order to give the manufacturer the time they needed in order to have a
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working device
.
Additionally, we selected to have the board manufactured by a
respected PCB prototyping company to ensure quality
.
9.2 Ethics
Engineering is a very important profession around the globe and ethics is central
to it. As Engineering students, we must demonstrate the utmost standard of veracity and
integrity. Most human and animal life today is affected by engineering. When designing
or building a product, the engineer should have honest and fair intentions in order meet
the standards of their professional code.

With respect to senior design, we chose this project because it has some very
interesting applications, ranging from military and field biology. However, what we
designed is far simpler than military grade or professional grade arrays that biologists
use. Our reason for choosing this as our senior design project is purely academic and is
meant as a learning experience. Moreover, it is environmentally friendly, and has no way
of causing harm to any living being.

. There are no risks or ethical concerns related to safety for this project. There
are, however, technical risk aspects of our project, such as not being able to actually get a
functioning prototype, or not correctly mitigating noise in our environment.
Ethics Issues

Mitigating Issues

Falsifying Data

Prove accuracy by showing
simulations and calculations

Applications

Make sure that it cannot be used for
spying.

Risks

Make sure that project is
environmentally friendly
Figure 16: 
Ethics Issues and Mitigation
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9.3 Team & Organizational Ethics
We know our team is acting ethically, both within itself and in relation to our
adviser, because we as partners work closely with our adviser, and we did not change the
direction of our project without consulting our adviser. Inside the team, we have mostly
split up work in a way where everyone feels that they are contributing and also not
carrying all the weight in the group. 
We do not have any particular division of work,
however, we usually just research on our own and combine our findings through Google
docs. One of the ways that we have made sure work is divided equally and people are
treated fairly is a tell the truth Friday. On this day, we discuss what was accomplished to
our advisor and speak openly with one another about any concerns we have. This keeps
us both on track and without the feeling of unfairness. Finally, this keeps us from
crossing any ethical lines as our advisor, Dr. Wilson, is vocal about all her concerns with
the project during these times, including ethics.
A nice benefit to our project, as far as ethics are concerned, is that there is no
point in our project which either one of us would have to stop what we are doing and
think about any moral implications. The only way things would get too far in our project
is if we as a group had stopped communicating our ideas to one another, or if we
attempted to falsify our data in any way.
What our project taught us about the character of an engineer is to exercise our
communication skills with one another. We established an efficient system of work
division where we chose what to research and what to document so that we did not have
much overlapping information. Our project conveys how important it is to be able to
communicate ideas and new thoughts about the direction of our project and new findings.
9.4 Social Ethics
The ethical duty we have to potential users of our project is to make sure that it
accurately gives the position of a sound, otherwise it would be a lie to whomever is using
it. There are no potential legal ramifications to our project, since it cannot cause harm to
any living being, and does not operate in dangerous government forbidden frequencies.
There are also no ethical ramifications of our project since it is not accurate enough to
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detect where someone is, and cannot possibly operate unless in a very quiet room with no
ambient/background noise. However, to ensure that we are not liable for the customer
using the product in any harmful way, we implemented warning label stickers on the
circuit boards and instruction manuals in the electrostatic bags that the circuit comes in.

9.5 Product Development Ethics
The only way to ensure integrity in our research and design project was to make
sure that the microphone array outputs accurate locations of the origin of a sound,
otherwise we would have essentially be cheating in our design reviews. The way we
ensured the truthfulness and accuracy of our experiments was to show the simulations
and calculations to our audience in our final design review. Our data is trustworthy since
the calculations are very known calculations to electrical engineers (Fourier transforms,
mathematical correlations, etc), so it is not possible to falsify them. Additionally, as the
device needs to be trained in order to work, any falsification of data would only have
prevented us from completing the project. We shared all our findings and calculations
with our adviser so they could be checked and condoned. We intend to allow our project
to be continued by students who will be seniors next year, and upon reading the ethical
portion of our senior thesis, we trust that they will work under the same code of ethical
conduct that we do.
Overall this project is small in both scale and ethical issues. While microphones
are used, they are not for long term sound storage, they simply capture a signal which is
processed rapidly before it is deleted from the RAM of a microcontroller. Ethically I
believe this project has little to offer. Because of this it complies with the IEEE’s
professional code and therefore with the goals of the senior thesis. Outside of the goals
of the project is where the main ethical concerns will lie. These revolve around how the
group will conduct ourselves during the research and testing. So far, we have been very
good about crediting work that is not our own and it is my hope that the rest of the project
will continue on this ethical course. In conclusion, the ethics are small in the project, but
worth mentioning, if only for the sake of habit.
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9.6 Sustainability:
In order to fully build and implement our microphone array, we must look into the
sustainability of the project. Sustainability falls into three major categories,
environmental, social and economic, with each presenting their own unique challenges.
While our project is small scale, it does have concerns with each of the three
sustainability criteria.

9.7 Environmental Sustainability:
The first issue worth discussing is that of environmental sustainability. In the
scope of this project, the resources required to complete it fall into few major categories:
power for the board, manufacturing and shipping of the board and electrical components.
When considering the manufacturing and shipping of the board, our group acknowledged
that this part of the project is mostly out of our control. As the parts are somewhat
specialized, due to the type and the yields of project, we could not ensure that they were
sourced as close to our current location as possible. Instead, we had to get them where
they were available. This made the use of shipping resources much higher than the ideal
case and increases the overall use of fuel for shipping. However, we do not need to ship
things back and forth, so this will likely not be our biggest environmental impact.

Another, somewhat smaller effect of the project is the power consumed. Having
the board manufactured and assembled to our specifications required the use of high
power and specialized machinery. This was again out of our control, but was major
factor in the overall resource consumption of the project. This cost is factored into these
actions, but is worth considering as producing electric power has sizeable environmental
cost depending on the source. As one of the locations our board will pass through is
powered by coal power, the environmental cost is higher than if the board was
manufactured in the Bay Area. Overall this coast is much more insidious than the others,
as it is a part of every piece of the board and likely cannot be minimized. The final way
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power is used by the project was in testing. Our power draw was minimal: about 1.2
watts of power.

The final way our project has environmental impacts comes from the electrical
components themselves. Each has a high embodied energy, the energy used to produce
them, as they are both difficult to manufacture and require rare earth elements. This
means that the components have a high level of environmental impact and contributes the
largest portion of this project’s environmental impact. Another issue with these parts is
their disposal. Ewaste is a major problem in electronics manufacturing and there are no
great ways to dispose of extra and used parts. As such we had to be mindful in this
project as to not waste parts and not improperly dispose of parts that are no longer useful.

9.8 Social Sustainability
The good thing about our project is that it does not have any negative impacts to its users,
so logically there can only then be benefits. Since our project is not accurate on a
professional level (considering our budget and time constraints), it is not a benefit in
terms of measurements, or accuracies of locations. However, the main benefit our project
has to offer is most probably purely educational. It gives undergraduate electrical
engineers proper insight into what kind of a project they can do to combine all their
accumulated knowledge over the past few years into one goal/assignment. It is very easy
to use, since there is no user input, and all that is needed is a sound source to be used as
an input for the microphone array. When the user uses it a few times, they will have a
good idea of how the system functions.

9.9 Economic Sustainability
From an educational standpoint, our project can certainly be used as a continued
project for the next few generations of electrical engineering undergraduates. Since we
will be covering the cost of, essentially the entire project, the project will most certainly
be of great value to users, and students will be able to support themselves while working
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on the project in the future. As for having our project as a deliverable, this might not be a
practical thing to do, since our printed circuit board has over 200 small IC components,
and these components are extremely difficult to solder reliably (our ADC has no pins, so
this provides great difficulty). That being said, it would be too costly to manufacture our
board or have it soldered professionally (unless producing this on the level of hundreds,
then it might be cheaper to manufacture and assemble).
Overall the project is sustainable, though it does have areas that are of concern.
The major issue a product like this faces is how we dispose of it at the end of its life. In
short, the microphone array is a small project that has few sustainability concerns due to
its small size.
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10. Summary & Conclusion
10.1 Summary
Overall the project has served as a good proof of concept that a complex device
like a microphone array can be built and function for localization on a small scale. The
data we have collected fits with some expected results and matches the testing setup we
used. This project is the first step in making this technology both cheaper to use and
more useful for design groups in the future.

10.2 Future Work
Future groups can do a variety of projects to further our initial findings. One most
similar to ours would be to fine tune our four channel array and size it up both in code
and hardware to use more channels. This would both be an increase in cost and
complexity, but it would afford much more accuracy and allow measurements such as
distance to be gathered. Another avenue that future students could take would be to
mount the array and use it for a purpose such as robotic location of people or even fall
detection for the elderly. The final way that we believe this project should be taken is to
make the capturing of the signals and the calculations on them in real time. Work like
this would improve the lives of ordinary people as well as push scientific discovery
further along.
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Appendix A: Design Conference Presentation
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Figure 17: 
Presentation Slides
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Appendix B: Board Schematics

Figure 18: 
Top Level Schematic
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Figure 19: Fully Differential Amplifier Schematic
Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fully Differential Input and Output
Supply Range: 2.375V to 12.6V
RailtoRail Output Swing
Adjustable Output Common Mode Voltage
GainBandwidth: 70MHz
Large Output Current: 85mA
CD Voltage Offset < 2mV Max
OpenLoop Gain: 100V/mV
Lower Power Shutdown
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Figure 20:
Power Circuit Schematic


Power Filter Features
● Regulates I/O Voltage: 200mV to 500mV
● PowerSupply Rejection Ratio: 42dB at 1MHz
● LowNoise Output: 10Hz to 100kHz
● Output Current: Up to 1A
LDO Regulator Features
● Output Voltage Range: 1.21V to 4.5V
● Stable with Low ESR
● 600mA Low Dropout Regulator
● Input Voltage: 2V to 6V
● Output: 0.8V to 5.0V
● Fast StartUp Time: 200 us
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Description

Figure 21: 
AnalogtoDigital Converter Schematic
● 4 singleended or differential channels of simultaneoussampling
capabilities.
● 16bit Resolution.
● Contains a filter block and a programmablegain amplifier (PGA) for each
of the four channels.
● Can digitize signals up to 200kHz.
● 40MHz serial interface provides communication to and from the device.
● The SPI Interface provides throughput of 1600ksps (4 channels at 400ksps
per channel).
● PGA contains an equalizer function.
● Available in a 40pin, 6mm by 6mm TQFN package.

Features
● PGA with Gain of 1,2,4,8,16,32, or 64.
● EQ Function Automatically Boosts HighFrequency, LowAmplitude
Signals
● 400ksps per channel for 4 channels.
● 3.3V Operation
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Features

Figure 22: 
Board Final Layout
● Four Layers
○ Layer 1  Signal
○ Layer 2  Analog Power
○ Layer 3  Digital Power
○ Layer 4  Ground
● Multiple extra VIAs for increased conductivity
● LED Circuit to show power
● Ferrite Bead in between Analog/Digital Ground
○ Filter HF EMI
● Double Sided Surface Mounts
● Ferrite Bead
○ Filter high frequency EM
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Appendix C: Code Base
ESPRIT & CAPTURED SIGNALS
fs=8000;
%sin of 3k go for 2k instead
[sounds, fs]=wavread('sig.wav');
[sounds2, fs]=wavread('sig1.wav');
[sounds1, fs]=wavread('sig2.wav');
[sounds3, fs]=wavread('sig3.wav');
figure(1)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(sounds)
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(sounds1)
subplot(2,2,3)
plot(sounds2)
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(sounds3)

sig=sounds(35000:35050);
sig1=sounds1(35000:35050);
sig2=sounds2(35000:35050);
sig3=sounds3(35000:35050);

figure(2)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(sig)
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(sig1)
subplot(2,2,3)
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plot(sig2)
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(sig3)
A=[sig, sig1, sig2, sig3];
At=A'*A;
[U1,D1,V1]=svd(At);
LeftExEy = [ U1(1:2,1)'; U1(3:4,1)'];
[U,D,V]=svd(LeftExEy*LeftExEy');
Outans=angle(V(1,2)/V(2,2));

out=(pi*unwrap(Outans)/2)
c=343;
delta= 
%defined as distance of doublets
rate= 3e3 %divided by
thetak=asin(((Outans*c))/delta*rate)

Plotting of Captured Signals
fs=8000;
%sin of 3k
[sounds, fs]=wavread('sig.wav');
[sounds1, fs]=wavread('sig1.wav');
[sounds2, fs]=wavread('sig2.wav');
[sounds3, fs]=wavread('sig3.wav');
figure(1)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(sounds)
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(sounds1)
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subplot(2,2,3)
plot(sounds2)
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(sounds3)

sig=sounds(35000:end)
sig1=sounds1(35000:end)
sig2=sounds2(35000:end)
sig3=sounds3(35000:end)
figure(2)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(sig)
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(sig1)
subplot(2,2,3)
plot(sig2)
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(sig3)

Capturing Signals
%%Mic test
recobj= audiorecorder
disp('spoken')
recordblocking(recobj, 5);
disp('endspoken')
y=getaudiodata(recobj);
plot(y)
sound(y)
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ADC DRIVER CODEMAIN.C
/*
Most of this code was written by:
Author: Tilen Majerle
Website: 
http://stm32f4discovery.com
Note: Code edited by Aram Garibyan
*/
/* Include core modules */
#include "stm32f4xx.h"
/* Include my libraries here */
#include "defines.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_spi.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_delay.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_mco_output.h"
#include "max11043.h"
#define CS_Pin GPIO_Pin_0
int main(void) {
/* Initialize system */
SystemInit();
/* Initialize delay */
TM_DELAY_Init();
/* Initialize MCO2 output, pin PC9 */
TM_MCOOUTPUT_InitMCO2();
/* Set MCO2 output = SYSCLK / 4 */
TM_MCOOUTPUT_SetOutput2(TM_MCOOUTPUT2_Source_SYSCLK,
TM_MCOOUTPUT_Prescaler_4);
/* Initialize SPI */
/* SCK = PC10, MOSI = PC12, MISO = PC11 */
//TM_SPI_InitFull( SPI1, TM_SPI_PinsPack_1, 2, TM_SPI_Mode_0,
SPI_Mode_Master, SPI_FirstBit_MSB );
TM_SPI_InitFull( SPI1, TM_SPI_PinsPack_1, SPI_BaudRatePrescaler_2,
TM_SPI_Mode_0, SPI_Mode_Master, SPI_FirstBit_MSB );
TM_SPI_SetDataSize( SPI1, TM_SPI_DataSize_8b );
TM_GPIO_Init(GPIOD, CS_Pin, TM_GPIO_Mode_OUT,
TM_GPIO_OType_PP, TM_GPIO_PuPd_NOPULL, TM_GPIO_Speed_High);
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TM_GPIO_SetPinHigh(GPIOD, CS_Pin );
MAX11043_init( SPI1, GPIOD, CS_Pin );
while(1)
{}
}
MAX11043.C
#include "max11043.h"
#include "defines.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_spi.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_delay.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_mco_output.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_gpio.h"

/* Private variables */
static uint8_t dataWrite[3] = {0,0,0};
// Array for data output to the device
// dataWrite[0]  command byte
// dataWrite[12]  data to be written
static uint8_t dataRead[9] = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; // Array for data input from the device
// dataRead[0]  read data when sending command byte
// dataRead[18]  data read from the device
/* Private functions */
bool checkWritten( uint8_t* dataOut, uint8_t* dataIn, uint32_t count );
/* Public functions */
void MAX11043_writeReg( SPI_TypeDef* SPIx, GPIO_TypeDef* GPIOx, uint16_t
CS_Pin, uint8_t addr, uint8_t* dataOut, uint32_t count ){
uint32_t i;
dataWrite[0] = ( addr << 2 ) | 0x00; // Writing to address addr
for(i = 1; i < count; i++){
dataWrite[i] = dataOut[i1];
}
TM_GPIO_SetPinLow(GPIOx, CS_Pin );
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TM_SPI_WriteMulti( SPIx, dataWrite, count);
TM_GPIO_SetPinHigh(GPIOx, CS_Pin);
}
void MAX11043_readReg( SPI_TypeDef* SPIx, GPIO_TypeDef* GPIOx, uint16_t
CS_Pin, uint8_t addr, uint8_t* dataIn, uint32_t count ){
uint32_t I;
dataWrite[0] = ( addr << 2 ) | 0x02; // Reading from address addr
TM_GPIO_SetPinLow(GPIOx, CS_Pin );
TM_SPI_SendMulti( SPIx, dataWrite, dataRead, count);
TM_GPIO_SetPinHigh(GPIOx, CS_Pin);
for(i = 1; i < count; i++){
dataIn[i1] = dataRead[i];
}
}
bool MAX11043_init( SPI_TypeDef* SPIx, GPIO_TypeDef* GPIOx, uint16_t CS_Pin
){
uint8_t addr;
uint8_t registerDataWrite[2];
uint8_t registerDataRead[2];
uint16_t registerData16;
uint32_t count;
count = 3;
// 
registerData16 = (EXTCLK_CLOCK_IN | CLK_DIV_4 |
PD_NORMAL_POWER | PDA_NORMAL |
PDB_NORMAL | PDC_NORMAL | PDD_NORMAL | PDDAC_POWER_DOWN |
PDOSC_NORMAL | BITS_16 | SCHANA_OFF | SCHANB_OFF | SCHANC_OFF |
SCHAND_OFF | DECSEL_24 );
// Disassemble data into one byte segments
registerDataWrite[0] = (registerData16 & 0xFF00) >> 8;
registerDataWrite[1] = registerData16 & 0x00FF;
addr = CONFIG;
// Write data to configuration register
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MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
return false;
// 
registerData16 = ( BDAC_HALF_AVDD | DIFF_DIFF_MODE |
EQ_DISABLED | MODG_GAIN_1 |
PDPGA_NORMAL | FILT_DISABLED | PGAG_GAIN_8 |
ENBIASP_ENABLED |
ENBIASN_ENABLED );
// Disassemble data into one byte segments
registerDataWrite[0] = (registerData16 & 0xFF00) >> 8;
registerDataWrite[1] = registerData16 & 0x00FF;
addr = CONFIG_A;
// Write data to configuration register
MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
return false;
// 
addr = CONFIG_B;
// Write data to configuration register
MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
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return false;
// 
addr = CONFIG_C;
// Write data to configuration register
MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
return false;
// 
addr = CONFIG_D;
// Write data to configuration register
MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
return false;
// 
registerData16 = ( EXTREF_INT | EXBUFA_INT | EXBUFB_INT |
EXBUFC_INT |
EXBUFD_INT | EXBUFDAC_INT | EXBUFDACH_INT |
EXBUFDACL_INT );
// Disassemble data into one byte segments
registerDataWrite[0] = (registerData16 & 0xFF00) >> 8;
registerDataWrite[1] = registerData16 & 0x00FF;
addr = REFERENCE;
// Write data to configuration register
MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
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MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
return false;
// 
registerData16 = 0x2000;
// Disassemble data into one byte segments
registerDataWrite[0] = (registerData16 & 0xFF00) >> 8;
registerDataWrite[1] = registerData16 & 0x00FF;
addr = REFERENCE;
// Write data to configuration register
MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
return false;
// 
// If all registers were written to successfuly then return true
return true;
}
bool MAX11043_readAllChannels( SPI_TypeDef* SPIx, GPIO_TypeDef* GPIOx,
uint16_t CS_Pin ){
uint8_t addr;
uint8_t registerDataWrite[2];
uint8_t registerDataRead[6];
uint16_t registerData16;
uint32_t count;
count = 3;
// 
registerData16 = (EXTCLK_CLOCK_IN | CLK_DIV_4 |
PD_NORMAL_POWER | PDA_NORMAL |
PDB_NORMAL | PDC_NORMAL | PDD_NORMAL | PDDAC_POWER_DOWN |
PDOSC_NORMAL | BITS_16 | SCHANA_OFF | SCHANB_OFF | SCHANC_OFF |
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SCHAND_OFF | DECSEL_24 );
// Disassemble data into one byte segments
registerDataWrite[0] = (registerData16 & 0xFF00) >> 8;
registerDataWrite[1] = registerData16 & 0x00FF;
addr = CONFIG;
// Write data to configuration register
MAX11043_writeReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataWrite,
count );
// Read to verify data was correctly written
MAX11043_readReg( SPIx, GPIOx, CS_Pin, addr, registerDataRead,
count );
// Check if written
if( !checkWritten(registerDataWrite, registerDataRead, count))
return false;
// If all registers were written to successfuly then return true
return true;
}
/* Private functions */
bool checkWritten( uint8_t* dataOut, uint8_t* dataIn, uint32_t count ){
uint32_t i;
for( i = 0 ; i < count1 ; i++ )
{
if( dataOut[i] != dataIn[i] )
return false;
}
return true;
}
MAX11043.H
/* C++ detection */
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern C {
#endif
/**
* @addtogroup TP_Libraries
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* @{
*/
/**
* @defgroup TP_MAX11043
* @brief TP MAX11043 Driver for STM32F4x
* @{
*
* MAX11043 Drivers to be used for working with the Maxim MAX11043 ADC.
* It features initialization methods, as well as the interrupt handler for the data.
* \par Changelog
@verbatim
TODO
 defines.h
 tm_stm32f4_spi.h
@endverbatim
*/
#include "tm_stm32f4_spi.h"
#include "tm_stm32f4_gpio.h"
#include "defines.h"
/**
* @defgroup TM_GPIO_Macros
* @brief GPIO Library macros
* @{
*/
/**
* @brief MAX11043 Register declarations
*/
#define ADCA
result register
#define ADCB
channel B result register
#define ADCC
channel C result register

0x00

// ADC channel A
0x01

// ADC

0x02

// ADC
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#define ADCD
result register
#define ADCAB
and B results register
#define ADCCD
and D results register
#define ADCABCD
B, C, and D results register
#define STATUS
register
#define CONFIG
device
#define CONFIG_A
configuration
#define CONFIG_B
configuration
#define
CONFIG_C
channel C configuration
#define CONFIG_D
configuration
#define
REFERENCE
operation state of the reference and buffers
#define A_GAIN
#define B_GAIN
#define C_GAIN
#define D_GAIN
// Device Configuration register constants
#define EXTCLK_CLOCK_IN
#define EXTCLK_OSC_IN
#define CLK_DIV_2
#define CLK_DIV_3
#define CLK_DIV_4
#define CLK_DIV_6
#define PD_LOW_POWER
#define PD_NORMAL_POWER
#define PDA_POWER_DOWN
#define PDA_NORMAL
#define PDB_POWER_DOWN

0x03

// ADC channel D

0x04

// ADC channels A

0x05

// ADC channels C

0x06

// ADC channels A,
0x07

// Status

0x08

// Configures the

0x0C

// ADC channel A

0x0D

// ADC channel B
0x0E

// ADC

0x0F

// ADC channel D
0x10

// Sets the

0x11
0x12
0x13
0x14

// Channel A fine gain
// Channel B fine gain
// Channel C fine gain
// Channel D fine gain

0x8000
0x0000
0x0000
0x2000
0x4000
0x6000
0x1000
0x0000
0x0800
0x0000
0x0400
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#define PDB_NORMAL
#define PDC_POWER_DOWN
#define PDC_NORMAL
#define PDD_POWER_DOWN
#define PDD_NORMAL
#define PDDAC_POWER_DOWN
#define PDDAC_NORMAL
#define PDOSC_POWER_DOWN
#define PDOSC_NORMAL
#define BITS_24
#define BITS_16
#define SCHANA_ON
#define SCHANA_OFF
#define SCHANB_ON
#define SCHANB_OFF
#define SCHANC_ON
#define SCHANC_OFF
#define SCHAND_ON
#define SCHAND_OFF
#define DECSEL_12
#define DECSEL_24
// Channel Configuration register constants
#define BDAC_HALF_AVDD
#define DIFF_DIFF_MODE
#define DIFF_SINGLE
#define EQ_ENABLED
#define EQ_DISABLED
#define MODG_GAIN_1
#define MODG_GAIN_2
#define MODG_GAIN_4
#define PDPGA_POWER_DOWN
0x0010
#define PDPGA_NORMAL
#define FILT_ENABLED
#define FILT_DISABLED
#define PGAG_GAIN_16
#define PGAG_GAIN_8
#define ENBIASP_ENABLED
#define ENBIASP_DISABLED

0x0000
0x0200
0x0000
0x0100
0x0000
0x0080
0x0000
0x0040
0x0000
0x0020
0x0000
0x0010
0x0000
0x0008
0x0000
0x0004
0x0000
0x0002
0x0000
0x0001
0x0000

0x1000
0x0100
0x0000
0x0080
0x0000
0x0000
0x0020
0x0040
0x0000
0x0008
0x0000
0x0004
0x0000
0x0002
0x0000
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#define ENBIASN_ENABLED
#define ENBIASB_DISABLED
// Reference register constants
#define EXTREF_EXT
#define EXTREF_INT
#define EXBUFA_EXT
#define EXBUFA_INT
#define EXBUFB_EXT
#define EXBUFB_INT
#define EXBUFC_EXT
#define EXBUFC_INT
#define EXBUFD_EXT
#define EXBUFD_INT
#define EXBUFDAC_EXT
#define EXBUFDAC_INT
#define EXBUFDACH_EXT
#define EXBUFDACH_INT
#define EXBUFDACL_EXT
#define EXBUFDACL_INT

0x0001
0x0000

0x0080
0x0000
0x0040
0x0000
0x0020
0x0000
0x0010
0x0000
0x0008
0x0000
0x0004
0x0000
0x0002
0x0000
0x0001
0x0000

/**
* @defgroup MAX11043_Typedefs
* @brief MAX11043 Typedefs used for MAX11043 device driver for initialization
purposes
* @{
*/
/**
* @} MAX11043_Typedefs
*/
/**
* @defgroup MAX11043_Functions
* @brief MAX11043 Functions
* @{
*/
/**
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* @brief Write to MAX11043 register
* @param *SPIx: Pointer to SPIx peripheral you will use, where x is between 1 to 6
* @param GPIOx: GPIOx PORT used for MAX11043 SPI chip select
* @param GPIO_Pin: GPIO pin used for MAX11043 SPI chip select
* @param *addr: Address of register to write to
* @param *dataOut: Pointer to array with data to send over SPI
* @param count: Number of bytes to send over SPI
* @retval None
*/
void MAX11043_writeReg(SPI_TypeDef* SPIx, GPIO_TypeDef* GPIOx, uint16_t
CS_Pin, uint8_t addr, uint8_t* dataOut, uint32_t count);
/**
* @brief Read from MAX11043 register
* @param *SPIx: Pointer to SPIx peripheral you will use, where x is between 1 to 6
* @param GPIOx: GPIOx PORT used for MAX11043 SPI chip select
* @param GPIO_Pin: GPIO pin used for MAX11043 SPI chip select
* @param *addr: Address of register to write to
* @param *dataIn: Pointer to array to to save incoming data
* @param count: Number of bytes to send over SPI
* @retval None
*/
void MAX11043_readReg(SPI_TypeDef* SPIx, GPIO_TypeDef* GPIOx, uint16_t
CS_Pin, uint8_t addr, uint8_t* dataIn, uint32_t count);
/**
* @brief Initializes the MAX11043 ADC
* @param *SPIx: Pointer to SPIx peripheral you will use, where x is between 1 to 6
* @param GPIOx: GPIOx PORT used for MAX11043 SPI chip select
* @param GPIO_Pin: GPIO pin used for MAX11043 SPI chip select
* @retval boolean to check if initialization was sucessful
*/
bool MAX11043_init(SPI_TypeDef* SPIx, GPIO_TypeDef* GPIOx, uint16_t CS_Pin);
/* C++ detection */
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
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